
If you think you live in a free country,
then you have bought the lie!!

Just as there is night and day, hot and cold, and love and hate, so there is
also Freedom and Captivity.

How much do these Climate actions worry you? Do you feel free and able to
do your business?

 

IS THE CLIMATE CHANGE ACTION   LIE  
ABOUT TO PUT YOU OUT OF ACTION?

Members of the UN have ‘fessed up’ to
the lie!

Dr Ottmar Edenhofer (architect of UN Climate Change
economics) and Christiana Figueres (UN diplomat and

engineer of the 2016 Paris Agreement)   are both on record  

as saying   Climate Change has nothing to do with the  
environment     or saving the planet  .    It is about   ending capitalism  
by exacting a ‘carbon price’ from the rich, industrialized, developed economies of

the West     .

Beware:  Agriculture and Transport are the next industries to be targeted hard  
It’s time our Government acknowledged what those at the UN have confessed about Climate Change.  The UN 
agenda (for all the world’s governments) is much more scary and real than just the myth that five 
friendly greenhouse gases, like plant-growing carbon dioxide, are frying or freezing the planet.

The major parties are silent on the non-binding Paris Agreement agenda – essentially promises of actions by 
developed nations to decarbonise their economies. In reality the agreements signed by participants on taking 
such action are not worth the paper they are written on.  Australia stands by its ‘agreements’, but most other 
participants don’t – they are simply non-binding ‘token gestures’.

Australia, under Turnbull and Bishop, signed up to Paris in the knowledge they would sacrifice our energy 
sector on the altar of taxpayer-subsidised renewables on an economy-wrecking scale.  Now it’s our agriculture 
and transport sectors. TOGETHER THESE THREE SECTORS ARE OUR NATION’S PILLARS.  They are the 
foundations of our enviable economic and living standards.

In 2019 they are coming for the Agriculture and Transport Sectors (think eating less meat, thinning livestock 
herds, cutting exports, electric cars [which need coal fired electricity to charge them!]  and putting a high price 



on fuel emissions).  Both these sectors were targeted last December in Poland at the latest round of Paris 
Agreement talks.              

Remember, we can always get out of the Paris Agreement!!

THIS SEMINAR IS YOUR CHANCE TO LEARN WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW AND DO BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE.
DON’T BE TOO ‘SCARED’ TO COME TO THIS MEETING.  BE ACTIVE. STAND UP FOR YOU AND YOURS.

Through the enforced participation of the Australian people in the Climate Change agenda, we
are enabling the biggest misappropriation of national and personal wealth in world history.

THAT INCLUDES YOUR WEALTH, SECURITY, LAND OWNERSHIP AND FUTURE.

Meeting:  Rockhampton Saturday 23rd March at 
9am.  

Speakers:   Professor Emeritus of Earth Sciences 
and Professor of Mining Geology Ian Plimer.  

Mining engineer, MBA & former senator, Malcolm 
Roberts, 

Researcher and analyst of the Australian 
Constitution, Sue Maynes

You’ll hear everything you need to know to help you understand what the media is (or is not) telling you, to bust
the myths and lies, and to understand what you need to know to fight the ‘lie’.     

PLEASE register   at  :  jointheD.O.T.S@outlook.com   
so that we know how much room, catering and 
how many chairs we will need.

FYI: listen to:  Alan Jones interviews Viv Forbes 
29th Nov 2018.  (all about Clexit!)   A radio 
interview: 
https://saltbushclub.com/2019/02/25/alan-jones-
paris-clexit-saltbush/
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